
We are very excited to announce the
availability of Eco Wood Treatment to the
public. A new, easy-to-use treatment that
naturally beautifies any wood project.

This product is unique to the world of stains.
In this age of concerns about our environment,
both consumers and contractors are very
receptive to products that are non-toxic and
friendly to nature.

Tried & Proven Formula
Eco Wood has been treating marinas,
houses, & decking for over 50 years with a
recipe handed down through three generations
of wood-working craftsmen.

For All Outdoor Wood
An all-purpose treatment for new

No Maintenance
No need to ever scrape, re-stain, 
or worry about fading or wear

Non Toxic
Eco Wood is friendly to plants, animals, 
and people. Can be used in direct contact 
with garden soil.

Eco Wood Treatment is a proven non-toxic
wood preservative that prevents the white rot
funji, a common type of wood decay.

INTL. ECO WOOD TREATMENT
P.O. BOx 328, SAlT SPRING ISlAND, BC. V8K 2V9

TEl: (250) 538-5516  FAx: (250) 538-5517

ecowoodtreatment@yahoo.com

WWW.ECOWOODTREATMENT.COM

Easy to Use
Just add powder to water,

stir and apply.

Beauty
One, easy application: brush, roller,

or spray. Eco Wood enhances the

natural beauty and grain of all types

of wood. The initial colour ranges

from grey to light brown to olive

brown, depending on wood type,

texture, and dryness. The natural

colour matures to a beautiful silver

patina. Natural weathering effects

of sun, snow, and rain actually

improve the qualities of Eco Wood.

Printed on recycled paper
Imprimé sur du papier recyclé

� Decks & Fences

� Posts

� House Siding

� Pressure Treated

� Timber

� Furniture

� Doors and Windows

� Planters

� Veggie Gardens

� Timber Construction
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Redwood before (left) and after (right) application of Eco Wood Treatment.



Q: What is Eco Wood Treatment?

A: Eco Wood is a highly effective wood treatment which

beautifies outdoor wood for a lifetime of enjoyment. 

It is also a non-toxic wood preservative that prevents 

the white rot funji, a common cause of wood decay.

Q: Many products claim to be safe to use, what makes 
Eco Wood so different?

A: Over time and with exposure to the sun and rain, all 

Eco Wood treated wood, develops a beautiful

silver - to dark brown - patina. This natural patina is a

weathering process with a high UV protection.

Q: What is Eco Wood made of?

A: Eco Wood is made up of naturally occuring plant & 

mineral substances, combined in a special family

recipe. The solution soaks in and penetrates wood 

fibres. Independent laboratory testing confirms that 

Eco Wood creates no harmful residue in soil or water.

Q: Lots of products for the exterior wood claim to be 

no maintenance, but in fact have to be re-applied

within 2-3 years. What does Eco Wood mean by no 
maintenance?

A: No maintenance means you apply one treatment of 

Eco Wood and never touch it again. Eco Wood

can not be worn off, will not peel or fade (natural 

weathering actually increases its beauty & effectiveness).

Q: Is Eco Wood good for most types of wood?

A: Absolutely. Eco Wood Treatment works on all wood,

just apply to bare untreated wood. It is effective for 

outdoor or indoor wood applications like: decks, 

fences, siding, flower pots, picnic tables, furniture, 

raised planters, birdhouses, siding, doors, windows, 

gazebos, shake roofs, timber construction, log homes

and even floating rafts and marina docks.

Q: How is Eco Wood Applied?

A: It can be applied in all conventional ways including by 

brush, roller, sprayer, or dipping. It can be

safely worked while still wet without leaving 

permanent finger or foot marks, and can be applied 

in any weather, even 0 degrees Celsius.

Q: How long is its shelf life?

A: In powder form, Eco Wood can be stored 

indefinitively. After mixing with water, the solution 

keeps best in a sealed jar, and will last a very long 

time. With increased time, however, water may

become stagnant unless distilled water is used to mix 

the batch. Because you can mix only what you

need, the likelihood that you will have large amounts 

of Eco Wood solution left over is minimized.

Q: Will Eco Wood prevent wood from cracking & warping?

A: All wood contains moisture and dries during 

exposure to sun & wind. Eco Wood will not cause

additional cracking or checking in the wood.

Q: It sounds expensive. Is it?

A: No. In fact, Eco Wood is priced below several 

nationally advertised stains and wood treatments that

must be applied many times over the life of the 

wood. Eco Wood is simply the least expensive and

most effective wood treatment available. Shipping and

handling costs have been greatly reduced because 

Eco Wood is purchased in powder concentrate form,

and these savings are passed on to the user.

Q: Can I apply sealers or colored stains over Eco Wood?

A: Yes you can.

Q: Can Eco Wood Treatmet be tinted?

A: Yes. Any water-based tint can be added to Eco 

Wood Treatment for any colour needed.

Q: Who is using Eco Wood Treatment?

A: Contractors have been using it for 60 years in house 

and marina construction. Parks Canada has been 

using Eco Wood for over 20 years, treating 

outdoor wood in several of our National Parks,

including Banff, Kootenay & Yoho. They highly 

recommend the product. The British Columbia

Ministry of Transportation approves Eco Wood for 

municipal and highway signage projects, the City

of Calgary is using Eco Wood for treating wooden 

roadside sound barrier fencing, and Nova Scotia

Natural resources is testing the product on picnic 

tables in Provincial Parks. Several construction

contractors and log home builders are now using the 

product in Canada and the United States.

please note - do not use any wood cleaners, brighteners or Bio washes 

before applying Eco Wood Treatment.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

Heightened concerns about our environment and the protection of our natural resources are apparent everywhere, and the

availability of this product is truly, good news. Users of Eco Wood Treatment will save time & money while lessening the

harmful impact on our soil, air, water, and forests.

Following are some frequently asked questions about Eco Wood Treatment, with some straight answers from the manufacturer.


